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Abstract

This article deals with the roles of kiai	 in Madura as both 
traditional and modern leaders. I will look at the principal 
ways in which kiai,	 who	 symbolize	 Islamic	 leadership,	
have	 characterized	 Islam	 and	 politics	 in	 Madura	 by	
arranging	 themselves	 in	 conflicts	 and	 accommodations	
within Madurese society. In doing so, I will portray two 
prominent Madurese kiai	 figures.	 I	 maintain	 that	 kiai in 
Madura are the main actors in state-society relations. They 
have become the social, cultural, economical, and political 
brokers in Madurese villages. Kiai with their pesantren and 
the	 Nahdlatul	 Ulama`s	 network	 have	 cautiously	 responded	
to state power by establishing multifaceted relations with 
the state; these are relationships that range from distancing 
themselves from the government to forming mutually 
beneficial	 relations	 with	 the	 state	 when	 the	 power	 of	 the	
state is too strong to oppose or when making alliance 
with the government is seen as a useful choice. 
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Introduction 
Madura is an island located off the northeastern coast of Java, separated 
from the island of Java by the Madura Strait. It is administratively part 
of the East Java Province. The island, from west to east, consists of four 
regencies	‒	Bangkalan,	Sampang,	Pamekasan,	and	Sumenep	‒	and	com-
prises	an	area	of	approximately	4,250	square	kilometers.	According	to	the	
2007	census,	the	island	has	a	population	of	3,751,977,	most	of	whom	are	
Muslims.1 Although Madura is not completely distinctive with regard to 
socioreligious characteristics compared to other parts of Indonesia, the 
Madurese Muslim culture on the island is best represented by three particu-
lar elements: Islamic education institutions, the pesantren (Islamic board-
ing	school);	Islamic	groupings,	 the	Nahdlatul	Ulama	(NU)2; and Islamic 
leaders, the kiai. Like some religiously-associated regions in Indonesia, 
such as Aceh3 or Banten4 in Madura, where the society is traditionally con-
nected to a religious point of view, many of the local traditions and customs 
have become linked with religion. 

A strict distinction between the terms ulama5 and kiai6 is not applied 
in	this	paper.	According	to	one	Indonesian	scholar,	Deliar	Noer,	the	term	
kiai	may	indicate	two	kinds	of	persons.	The	first	is	someone	whose	knowl-
edge of Islam surpasses that of ordinary people, and who typically devote 
himself to teaching. The second is more closely related to a dukun (healer), 
who teaches mystical and secret doctrines and practices all kinds of medi-
cine.7	Hiroko	Horikoshi	distinguishes	the	terms	kiai and ulama.	For	Hor-
ikoshi, a Japanese anthropologist, the difference lies primarily in the more 
extensive charisma that a kiai possesses. The ulama play more roles in the 
social system and the social structure of villagers, and their ultimate status 
is	legitimized	by	hereditary	factors.	Among	the	people	in	West	Java	where	
Horikoshi	conducted	his	research,	the	kiai is higher in rank than the village 
ulama, and their presence is regarded as a unifying symbol in society.8 In 
Indonesian society at large, the word ulama may be used arbitrarily to refer 
to kiai. In Madura, the term kiai also has meaning in leadership and in other 
nonreligious realms. In a broader context, the term ulama refers to men of 
Islamic	learning	and	to	Islamic	religious	leaders	in	general.	Hence,	I	use	
both terms, ulama and kiai interchangeably. 

There are several kinds of kiai in Madura. Kiai pesantren are gener-
ally regarded as the highest in rank. There are also kiai tarekat who usu-
ally lead a pesantren	too,	but	who	are	more	recognized	as	tarekat (Islamic 
mystical brotherhood) teachers. The next category is kiai	dukun, shamans 
or medicine men. The last and the lowest in the hierarchy of kiai in Madura 
are kiai langgar who run a langgar (small mosque) in villages. In this ar-
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ticle, I focus mostly on the kiai pesantren since they are the real agents of 
sociopolitical-economical-cultural life in Madura, and represent the Madu-
rese religious culture. Kiai pesantren	fit	Eric	Wolfe’s	concept	of	“cultural	
broker”	who	“connect	the	local	system	to	the	larger	whole”	and	who	select	
what is appropriate for the local society.9 Kiai pesantren and kiai	tarekat 
correspond to cultural brokers due to their possessions of higher resources 
than any other component of the society. Kiai take advantage from their 
possessions that may be material capitals, such as land or money – or non-
material capitals, such as the accumulation of knowledge. 

I will discuss the roles of kiai	in Madura as both traditional and modern 
leaders	during	the	New	Order	period	(1966–1998,	under	the	Suharto	presi-
dency) and the Era Reformasi	 (the	reformation	era	from	1998	up	 to	 the	
present time). I will look at the principal ways in which kiai, who symbol-
ize	Islamic	leadership,	have	characterized	Islam	and	politics	in	Madura	by	
arranging	 themselves	 in	conflicts	and	accommodations	within	Madurese	
society and have used their position to enhance their social standing and 
political well-being in state-society relations. In doing so, I will portray 
two prominent Madurese kiai. 

Though in reality exceptions occur (as some kiai are considered mod-
ern), kiai are considered traditionalists who are incompatible with neo-
modernists	 ideas	 and	 puritanical	 conceptions	 of	 Islam.	 Clifford	Geertz,	
an	anthropologist	who	conducted	research	 in	Java	during	 the	Old	Order	
era, underestimated kiai and their roles, especially in brokering local cul-
tures and modernity, which he downplayed.10 I would argue, however, that 
kiai in Madura are the main actors in state-society relations. They have 
become the cultural, economical, and political brokers in Madurese vil-
lages.	The	state	via	village	officials	has	attempted	to	reduce	the	political	
influence	of	kiai, especially during general elections. Meanwhile, kiai with 
their pesantren and	the	NU’s	network	have	cautiously	responded	to	state	
power by establishing multifaceted relations with the state that range from 
distancing	themselves	from	the	government	to	forming	mutually	beneficial	
relations with the state when the power of the state is too strong to oppose 
or when making an alliance with the government is seen as a useful choice. 
As Elly Touwen-Bouwsma reveals, at the village level, the support of the 
kiai	 is needed to involve villagers in the implementation of government 
programs.11 Among the questions I am asking in this article are: 

1. What was the background of the emergence of kiai as religious 
leaders in Madura? 

2. How	do	they	preserve	their	position	in	society?	
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3.	 What factors guide the interaction between kiai and the political 
world? 

4.	 To what extent have traditional kiai	 adapted to the modern 
political world? 

Men of Religion: The Emergence of Kiai as Religious 
Leaders
For	contemporary	Madurese,	 religious	 leaders	means	kiai.	However,	 the	
meaning of the term kiai in Madurese tradition has not been static through-
out	 time.	Originally,	kiai was a title by which people who had a special 
characteristic, either in a positive or negative sense, were addressed. There-
fore, a criminal or even a Chinese Muslim merchant could be called a kiai 
if they demonstrated a special characteristic – for example, in martial arts 
or in trading activities in comparison to commoners. Kiai was also one of 
the Madurese noble titles.12 

Kiai	 tarekat, kiai	 pesantren	 and	 other	 religious	 figures,	 particularly	
those involved in arranging the religious life in villages, were able to im-
prove their position among village inhabitants in the nineteenth century 
due to their central roles in religious life. They were needed especially 
during ritualistic festivities, events that have been well-preserved to the 
present day.13 Moreover, some kiai, besides showing their capacity as men 
of learning in the religious realm, also performed mystical Islam – such 
as predicting the future, healing people’s illnesses and giving martial arts 
lessons. The supernatural powers drawn from mystical Islam were indeed 
important attributes in the development of power and authority. 

In the meantime, the local aristocracies were slowly incorporated into 
the Dutch colonial administration during the nineteenth century. To reli-
gious	figures	and	villagers,	this	meant	that	the	elites	had	allied	themselves	
with	the	infidel	power	of	the	Dutch.	As	a	result,	religious	leaders	and	vil-
lagers faced disappointment and dissatisfaction since they had viewed 
the	elites	as	autonomous,	 ideal,	 and	 influential	 leaders.	The	people	 then	
searched for others to give guidance. It is clear that people could not accept 
their leaders being integrated into the colonial administration. Unlike the 
local	political	elites,	the	religious	figures	such	as	kiai succeeded in preserv-
ing their independence, and villagers gradually turned to them. This is not 
to say that the religious leaders only came to occupy an important position 
among the villagers only after the Dutch East Indies were placed under the 
authority	of	Governor-General	Herman	Willem	Daendels	 in	1808.	They	
had been central local leaders in religious, spiritual, and limited social mat-
ters before. The decline of the local aristocracies’ legal leadership simply 
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led the kiai to reinforce their position in society. The changing pattern of 
the local hierarchy due to the Dutch colonial government in Madura can 
thus be seen as the main factor in strengthening the position of the kiai as 
religious leaders. 

In present-day Madurese religious spheres, in order to be acknowl-
edged in the religious circle, a common pattern is that a kiai must meet 
three essential requirements: he has to belong to a kiai family; he has to 
lead a pesantren;	and	he	has	to	belong	to	the	NU.	If	one	cannot	meet	one	
of the three requirements, he cannot be considered kiai in the vast net-
work of kiai in Madura.14 Exceptions, however, do occur. Kiai	Fuad	Amin	
Imron,	 the	current	 regent	of	Bangkalan	 (for	 the	periods	2003–2008	and	
2008–2013)	is	regarded	as	a	kiai even though he has never led a pesantren. 
The fact that he is held in such high regard seems rather to be because he is 
a great-grandson of Kiai Kholil15 and a son of Kiai Amin Imron, a leading 
kiai	of	the	NU	and	the	PPP	(Partai	Persatuan	Pembangunan	–	the	United	
Development Party).

The high status of the kiai is also enjoyed by their families. People’s 
regard for the kiai families is central to the kiai and his families’ success in 
winning sympathy as shown in their deeds. Their institutions and person-
alities	have	also	played	significant	roles	in	gaining	such	success	to	obtain	
followers. Although exceptions occur, the position of kiai in Madura is an 
assigned status, in which kiai’s children (especially but not exclusively the 
sons) also enjoy the high status given to their father – a position that they 
will also assume, whether involuntarily or not, later in life.

Moreover, the prestige of a kiai is collected from the gathering of visi-
tors. Top kiai are aware that they can get a more accurate image of society 
by meeting people not only from their own region, but also from other 
areas.	During	the	New	Order	era,	when	access	to	radio,	television,	news-
papers,	and	magazines	belonged	only	to	the	minority	of	the	educated	peo-
ple in villages, kiai were able to spread up-to-date topics to their visitors. 
Via	the	latest	information	they	possessed,	they	could	create	more	concern	
among the visitors about the sociopolitical world outside their place of ori-
gin.	However,	they	were	also	aware	that	by	presenting	their	independence,	
kiai could prove that they were responsible only to God. By distancing 
themselves from the irreligious realm, kiai fruitfully gained the trust from 
their followers. As long as a kiai was independent, he would enjoy leader-
ship among his followers. By exercising these attitudes, kiai demonstrated 
their roles as religious leaders.
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Kiai as the Leaders of People’s Power
During	the	New	Order	period,	development	projects	became	essential	is-
sues in many regions in Indonesia. The central government targeted Mad-
ura	as	one	of	the	many	areas	to	be	industrialized.	The	processes,	however,	
were not smooth. There were several rejections of plans to build mega 
projects on the island. Two major situations arose as the result of the re-
jections.	The	first	is	the	people	and	kiai’s	rejection	of	the	Nipah	(or	Nepa)	
Dam (details below) and the other one is the kiai’s refusal of the govern-
ment’s plan to establish industrial areas. The plan was included in a mega 
project that would also simultaneously build the Suramadu Bridge, which 
would connect the islands of Java and Madura and would be the country’s 
longest	bridge.	The	Nipah	Dam	incident	was	marked	by	four	deaths,	while	
the Suramadu Bridge affair was completed without physical violence. The 
creation	of	the	Nipah	Dam	and	the	Suramadu	Bridge	was	characterized	by	
the involvement of kiai as the leaders of people’s power. In this section, I 
describe the participations of kiai in politics. The emphasis is put on the 
roles of Kiai Alawy Muhammad, a prominent kiai	in	Sampang,	recogniz-
able	by	his	distinctive	turban	and	robe-styles	clothing.	The	first	important	
role	is	seen	in	his	protest	against	the	violence	in	the	Nipah	Dam	incident.	
His	second	central	role	is	important	in	the	election	campaigns	at	the	na-
tional and regional levels.

Kiai Alawy16 is	a	striking	figure	for	many	Madurese.	He	is	the	fourth	
son of eleven siblings and was born when the Dutch powers still occupied 
his fatherland.17	His	father	was	a	small,	low-level	kiai who possessed ex-
tensive knowledge of Islam. When Kiai Alawy was a teenager, due to hard 
times on Madura, he escaped from the island and lived in Malang, East 
Java. In Java, he gained a more respectable status than before (when he was 
a petty trader in Madura) by becoming a merchant. During the Sukarno 
regime, he went to Mecca not only for pilgrimage, but also to study there. 
Like many Madurese kiai who had studied earlier, as soon as he returned to 
his homeland, he led a pesantren	and	began	to	spread	his	influence.

Kiai	Alawy	first	became	known	at	a	national	level	in	September	1993,	
when	the	Nipah	Dam	incident18 happened in the Banyuates district of Sam-
pang, approximately sixty kilometres north of the capital of the regency. 
The	Nipah	Dam	incident	was	a	bloody	confrontation	between	residents	of	
Banyuates	district	and	police	officers	and	soldiers	that	resulted	in	the	death	
of four people. The central government of Indonesia, via the local gov-
ernment of Sampang, planned to build a dam in the district. Landowners 
within the site protested the plan to acquire their property, including a num-
ber of mosques and sacred cemeteries. According to one of the vice chair-
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men of the regency’s parliament (Kiai	Moh.	Ismail	Muzakki),	the	regent	of	
Sampang,	Bagus	Hinayana,	in	a	meeting	on	September	20,	1993	with	resi-
dents of Banyuates in Planggaran Timur village, intimidated villagers who 
refused the plan to build a dam in their area by threatening to shoot those 
who rejected the plan.19	On	September	25,	1993,	around	five	hundred	vil-
lagers, many of whom it is said were carrying sharp weapons, confronted 
officials	of	Badan	Pertanahan	Nasional	(the	National	Land	Commission)	
and	Kantor	Sosial	Politik	(the	Social	Politics	Office),	and	several	police	
officers	and	soldiers	from	the	Planggaran	Timur	village.	The	military	then	
opened	fire.20 After the incident, Kiai Alawy, together with Sampang resi-
dents,	demanded	justice.	Vice	President	Try	Sutrisno	asked	Kiai Alawy to 
calm	down	the	fiery	situation	in	Sampang.21 As a result of the protest, the 
soldiers who had shot four people were brought to court and penalised. 
Furthermore,	the	chief	commander	of	the	local	armed	forces	in	Sampang,	
Lieutenant Colonel (Artillery) Sugeng Wiyono and the chief commander 
of the local police (Polres Sampang), Lieutenant Colonel (Police) Siswi-
narto, were dismissed.22	However,	the	regent,	who	had	allowed	the	armed	
forces	to	shoot,	remained	in	charge	until	the	end	of	his	tenure	in	1995.	

Kiai	Alawy`s	involvement	in	the	violent	Nipah	Dam	incident	can	be	
interpreted as due  to a demand by the public: the people have great expec-
tations of their leaders. Moreover, because Kiai Alawy was as a prominent 
kiai in Sampang, the government asked him to help resolve the incident. 
The	government	realized	that	it	was	easier	to	ask	kiai to pacify the heated 
situation than to cope with the tense circumstance without involving local 
leaders.	The	situation	indicates	three	important	aspects.	First,	the	position	
of kiai	 in society is so high that the people request them to be people’s 
representatives to voice their concerns. Second, the government saw the 
kiai	as mediators in disputes with the people, and this clearly indicated the 
importance of kiai as brokers. Third, following the incident, the position 
of kiai Alawy and other kiai who were involved in the mediation process 
became stronger in society and in the eyes of the government. It is obvi-
ously very good for their reputation in the future, especially in the political 
realms. 

In	 political	 spheres,	 utilizing	 his	 rhetorical	 abilities,	Kiai Alawy at-
tempted to convince his followers that participation in politics is compul-
sory for Muslims. As a Madurese kiai,	his	support	for	 the	NU	is	almost	
unquestionable.	The	NU	from	its	establishment	until	the	present	day	has	
provided numerous Madurese kiai with a great political network. The tra-
ditional network based on kinship and marriage certainly is still important, 
although	it	was	through	the	NU	network	that	Kiai Alawy was able to reach 
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higher	 levels	 in	 the	 political	world.	When	 the	NU	 at	 its	 1984	 congress	
decided	 to	return	 to	 its	1926	charter	 (or	 the	1926	khittah),23 Kiai Alawy 
criticized	it.	He	also	repeatedly	stated	his	opposition	against	the	attempt	to	
secularize	the	organisation	by	accepting	Pancasila	(the	official	five-pillars	
philosophical foundation of the Indonesian state) as its sole ideology. The 
board	of	 the	NU	Pasuruan	 reported	 that	when	he	delivered	a	 sermon	 in	
Pasuruan	on	March	1,	1997,	he	had	even	slammed	the	NU	for	its	decision	
to	return	to	the	1926	khittah.24

The	withdrawal	of	the	NU	from	the	PPP	caused	bewilderment	in	Mad-
ura.	After	the	1971	general	elections,	all	Muslim	parties	were	amalgamated	
into the PPP, and all nationalist and Christian parties were fused into the 
PDI (Partai Demokrasi Indonesia – the Indonesian Democratic Party) in 
1973.	While	in	other	places,	the	removal	was	somewhat	less	problematic	
to	accept,	in	Madura,	the	NU	followers,	who	were	mostly	villagers	were	
undecided about whether to vote for the PPP or for other parties in the next 
elections	 in	 1987.	They	were	waiting	 for	 the	 instruction	 from	 their	kiai 
whether they would vote for the PPP again or whether the kiai would ask 
them to give support to other parties. A number of kiai in Madura believed 
that voting for Golkar (the ruling party) would mean a betrayal to Islam, 
while giving preference to the PDI was unlikely to reap rewards. As a re-
sult, according to many kiai, the PPP remained the only feasible party to 
pick – although prior to its Twenty-seventh Congress, the chairman of the 
NU,	Kiai Idham Chalid, encouraged nahdliyin	(the	NU	followers)	to	have	
free political aspirations – not only to the PPP, but also possibly to Golkar 
or the PDI.25	To	avoid	perplexity	among	the	NU	followers,	the	kiai decided 
to be more pragmatic by persuading nahdliyin to vote for a party that de-
fends and promotes Islamic values, and this was considered by nahdliyin as 
a plea to vote for the PPP. Like many kiai, Kiai Alawy also believed that the 
PPP	was	a	party	for	Muslims.	He	insisted	that	it	was	a	big	sin	for	Muslims	
to	vote	for	other	than	the	PPP	in	the	1987	elections.	However,	the	results	of	
the	1987	elections	in	Madura	were	fruitless	for	the	PPP.	For	the	first	time	
during	the	New	Order	era,	Golkar	gained	victory	in	the	island.	

During the 2008 Pilkada (Pemilihan	kepala	daerah	– elections in a 
province or regency to elect a governor or a regent) of East Java province, 
Kiai	Alawy	was	a	commanding	figure	in	his	support	for	one	of	the	pairs	of	
candidates.	Khofifah	Indar	Parawansa,	the	only	female	candidate	for	gov-
ernor,	paired	with	Mudjiono	(a	general	officer	at	the	Kodam	V/Brawijaya,	
a military area command of the Indonesian Army, which oversaw the East 
Java province) under the slogan KAJI (KhofifAh and MudJIono) to run in 
the elections. This partnership was legitimated by a fatwā from the kiai in 
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2008. The fatwā was issued in response to his followers and a number of 
kiai who questioned the legality of voting for a female candidate. In the 
fatwā, the kiai declared that a woman has the right to struggle like a man. 
He	also	denied	the	view	that	forbids	a	woman	to	be	a	leader.	Consequent-
ly, he appealed to the people of Sampang and Bangkalan to vote for the 
couple. Moreover, he gathered several kiai, klebun (village head), public 
figures,	and	thousands	of	people	from	Sampang	and	Bangkalan	together	
at a wedding feast for his grandchild to rally support from his devotees. 
Although	a	few	of	the	five	pairs	of	candidates	had	an	Islamic	background,	
the concentration of voting centered primarily on two pairs. Competing 
against	Khofifah	and	Mudjiono,	the	other	strong	pair	was	Soekarwo	and	
Syaifullah	Yusuf,	under	the	slogan	KARSA	(SoeKARwo and SyaifullAh 
Yusuf).26 Gus Ipul (the nickname of Syaifullah Yusuf) was well-known, 
and	possessed	the	traditional	genealogy	of	NU	leaders	(a	nephew	of	Ab-
durrahman	Wahid).	However,	Khofifah	was	also	a	prominent	figure	in	the	
NU	and	had	been	a	minister	during	the	Abdurrahman	Wahid	presidency.	In	
Bangkalan, Kiai Imam Buchori Kholil, who is a descendant of the legend-
ary Kiai	Kholil,	also	gave	support	to	Khofifah.	It	was	also	in	Bangkalan	
where a dispute between descendants of Kiai Kholil occurred. Another 
prominent	figure	of	Kiai Kholil’s clan, the current regent Kiai	Fuad	Amin	
Imron	stood	behind	KARSA.	The	two	kiai made use of the popularity of 
their common ancestor to rally support for the competing candidates.

One	of	the	most	visible	features	in	the	long	process	of	the	Pilkada was 
the	involvement	of	the	NU`s	top	figures.	Their	support	was	a	significant	
contribution	to	candidates	such	as	Khofifah,	Ali,	Gus	Ipul,	and	Achmadi.	
However,	such	support	led	to	dissension	among	NU	followers.	It	is	inter-
esting	to	note	that	although	the	NU`s	top	figures	insisted	that	the	support	
from	several	of	NU`s	kiai	was	not	an	official	policy	of	the	organization,	a	
considerable	number	of	influential	kiai were actively recruited to campaign 
for	the	contenders.	The	fact	that	the	NU	was	the	largest	Islamic	organiza-
tion in Indonesia, especially in East Java, was taken into consideration by 
political	parties,	and	the	main	political	party	candidates	were	NU	follow-
ers.	For	example,	the	PPP	candidate	was	Khofifah,	Golkar’s	was	Ali,	while	
Partai	Demokrat	(PD	–	The	Democrat	Party)	and	Partai	Amanat	Nasional	
(PAN	–	The	National	Mandate	Party)	gave	their	support	to	Gus	Ipul	and	
Partai	Kebangkitan	Bangsa	(PKB	–	The	National	Awakening	Party)	spon-
sored Achmadi.27	Since	the	NU	has	attracted	major	kiai in East Java who 
were centers of local networks, it was able to rally the voters through such 
networks. Some prominent kiai	knew	their	vast	networks	very	well.	For	
instance, kiai who belonged to the PPP knew that the people of the Eastern 
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Salient area of East Java had been instrumental in the victory of the PPP 
during	the	New	Order	era,	at	least	until	the	general	elections	of	1987.	As	
a result, KAJI won in the Tapal Kuda (the Pasuruan, Probolinggo, Jem-
ber, Lumajang, and Banyuwangi area),28 where in some municipalities the 
Madurese are the majority of the inhabitants. Meanwhile, some progressive 
kiai	in	Mojokerto,	Jombang,	Nganjuk,	and	Kediri	–	under	the	umbrella	of	
the	PD	and	the	PAN	–	also	maximized	their	influence	by	gaining	support	
from	the	majority	of	the	voters.	Consequently,	KARSA	won	in	this	area.

Kiai Alawy, like many other kiai who supported their own candidate 
during the Pilkada, was aware that his open yet observant attitude could 
significantly	boost	the	fame	of	his	candidate	among	visitors	who	happened	
to visit him. Since visitors come to see kiai whenever a problem arises and 
certainly when they have funds to pay for the visit – during the Pilkada 
process, kiai applied different policy. The daily timetable for a kiai for 
teaching santri (pupils of a pesantren) and leading prayers did not become 
the	defining	and	practical	factor	in	receiving	visitors.	Instead,	they	served	
as the  spokespersons of the candidates and sometimes acted beyond their 
capacity	as	men	of	religion.	For	some	kiai, such as Kiai Alawy, supporting 
certain candidates or certain political parties in elections, as long as it was 
not	for	Golkar	during	the	New	Order,	was	a	vital	way	to	preserve	their	po-
sition in society. This demonstrated the importance of kiai as central actors 
in local politics in Indonesia.

The Kiai as the Ultimate Moderate Leader
In	this	section,	I	illustrate	the	beneficial	factors	that	attract	kiai to become 
involved in politics and the ability of kiai to adapt to the modern political 
world.

Nonpartisan Kiai in the New Order
Kiai	Nuruddin	Rahman	 is	a	notable	figure	–	not	only	 in	Bangkalan,	his	
place of origin – but also in East Java Province. Although he never formal-
ly	associates	himself	with	any	political	party,	his	influence	goes	beyond	his	
pesantren, and he is an eminent religious leader in the world of Madurese 
kiai.	His	 influence	 in	Bassra	(Badan	Silaturahmi	Kiai	Pesantren	Madura	
–	The	Association	of	Friendship	of	Madurese	Pesantren Kiai),29	first	 as	
the leading spokesperson and then as member of the Central Coordinator 
Council, has been demonstrated not only in the religious realm, but also in 
sociopolitical spheres. Moreover, his leadership in two pesantren in Bang-
kalan has attracted certain political parties to try to recruit him as a leading 
cadre of these political parties. So, these political parties attempted to ap-
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point	him	as	a	cadre	of	these	political	parties.	However,	they	failed	as	Kiai 
Nuruddin	did	not	want	to	join	any	political	party.	I	hope	my	explanation	is	
clear. Kiai	Nuruddin	was	born	in	1957.	Like	many	other	santri, he studied 
in several pesantren, such as Pesantren	Al	Khozini	in	Sidoarjo,	East	Java	
and Pesantren Darul Ulum, in Jombang. As a child, he spent some years 
in a number of pesantren in Madura, such as Pesantren	Darul	Hikmah	and	
Pesantren	Al-Hamdaniyah.	He	later	attended	two	universities	–		a	private	
university in Surabaya where he obtained a bachelor degree in law, and 
in a then state-funded university in Bangkalan where he obtained another 
degree in law. Kiai	Nuruddin	comes	from	a	lower	kiai	family.	His	study	
times in Java were the early stages in the formation of his thought on social 
and religious issues. 

Kiai	Nuruddin’s	early	participation	in	the	sociopolitical	realm	can	be	
traced	to	several	organizations	of	which	he	was	a	member:	Komite	Nasional	
Pemuda	Indonesia	(KNPI	–	The	National	Committee	of	Indonesian	Youth),	
Ikatan	Pelajar	Nahdlatul	Ulama	(IPNU	–	The	Student	Association	of	Nah-
dlatul Ulama), Gerakan Pemuda Ansor (GP Ansor – The Youth Movement 
of	Ansor),	and	Majelis	Wilayah	Cabang	Nahdlatul	Ulama	(MWCNU	–	The	
Branch	District	Assembly	of	Nahdlatul	Ulama).	The	second	and	the	third	
organizations	are	the	NU`s	wing	organizations.	Kiai	Nuruddin`s	contribu-
tions	in	the	NU	has	led	him	to	take	a	number	of	strategic	positions	within	
the	organization.	For	 instance,	he	was	one	of	 the	board	members	of	 the	
NU	branch	in	Bangkalan,	and	at	present,	he	is	one	of	the	vice	chairmen	
of the syuriah	(the	Supreme	Religious	Council)	of	the	NU	branch	of	East	
Java	Province.	During	the	period	from	2004	to	2009,	he	was	a	member	of	
Dewan	Perwakilan	Daerah	(DPD	–	The	Regional	Representative	Council)	
representing East Java Province. 

One	of	his	earliest	involvements	in	the	sociopolitical	sphere	was	due	
to the plan to build a bridge connecting Java and Madura. In Madura, Kiai 
Nuruddin	represented	Bassra.	Bassra	was	said	to	have	been	established	be-
cause of the concerns of Madurese kiai to strengthen the ties between kiai 
who lead pesantren in Madura. As part of its development, the nonformal 
organization	has	also	become	a	medium	by	which	the	Madurese	kiai are 
able	to	voice	their	sociopolitical	concerns.	One	of	their	early	concerns	was	
their	rejection	of	Porkas/SDSB	(the	state-sponsored	lottery).	The	organi-
zation	is	also	concerned	with	aliran sesat (religious deviation) as well as 
other kemaksiatan	 (in	violation	of	God`s	 law).	The	strong	opposition	of	
Bassra to the plan to establish industrial areas highlighted it as a rival to the 
government during the Suharto regime, and the action had a large public 
impact. 
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Despite Kiai	Nuruddin`s	lack	of	allegiance	to	any	particular	political	
party,	in	two	interviews	with	me,	he	stated	that	he	was	a	sympathizer	of	the	
PPP	during	the	New	Order	era.30 During the Suharto administration, many 
kiai were concerned that they could have been alienated and isolated from 
their networks if they had or were considered to have certain ties with the 
government. The reluctance of most kiai to join various state-sponsored as-
sociations	generated	problems	for	those	organizations	in	attracting	promi-
nent kiai.	On	a	bigger	scale,	the	unwillingness	of	well-known	kiai to join 
Golkar was caused by the concern with the possibility of being neglected 
by and secluded not only from their extensive religious networks but also 
from society. Even though it was not unusual in many part of Indonesia for 
prominent kiai	and	other	religious	figures	to	maintain	a	close	relationship	
with Golkar and even campaign during the general elections31 – in Madura, 
it would be incorrect to state that most kiai served as partners of the gov-
ernment. Most kiai remained outside the structure of central power. They 
were very much aware that such an alliance with the government could be 
a	disadvantage	to	their	influence	over	the	people.	Such	a	situation	could	
include the departure of santri from their pesantren, and more importantly, 
a loss of religious authority. 

Kiai	Nuruddin’s	nonaligned	position	during	 the	New	Order	era	was	
derived	from	this	point	of	view.	He	claimed	that	being	a	kiai means belong-
ing	to	the	public.	As	a	public	religious	figure,		he	distanced	himself	from	
affirming	his	support	for	the	regime	during	the	New	Order	era,	but	he	was	
aware	that	secular	groups	and	government-backed	public	religious	figures	
might	criticize	him	for	basing	his	neutrality	on	political	expediency.	Cer-
tainly,	he	consciously	recognized	the	benefits	and	the	disadvantages	of	his	
position.	He	was	frequently	asked	to	link	with	the	PPP,	as	well	as	to	join	
the ruling party, and he enjoyed the freedom to be acknowledged by the 
population as well as other kiai and the government that invited him for 
religious	festivities.	His	relationships	with	diverse	groups	in	fact,	strength-
ened	his	influence	over	society	and	increased	his	religious	power.	More-
over,	he	did	not	enjoy	the	privilege	of	“state-sponsored”	kiai, who were 
seen	to	have	good	positions	in	state-initiated	Islamic	organizations,	such	as	
Majelis Dakwah Islamiyah, which were composed of civil servants, teach-
ers,	and	a	small	number	of	religious	leaders.	However,	he	claimed	that	he	
did	not	regret	it	due	to	the	fact	that	these	state-sponsored	Islamic	organiza-
tions were viewed in a somewhat negative light, because they voiced the 
government’s ideas. 
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Kiai	and	Politics	in	the	Post-Suharto	Era
After the Suharto regime collapsed, the relationships between the central 
government and the religious leaders changed. Alongside the rise of more 
independent religious leaders, the sole authority of the state, as well as its 
coercive force, began to disappear. The Suharto administration had placed 
itself	as	a	regime	attempting	to	reform	the	previous	rule	(the	Old	Order)	
and to guide the state toward a rightful and democratic course, while the 
post-Suharto	era	has	set	out	more	democratic	and	decentralized	policies,	
allowing	people’s	leaders	in	many	regions	to	spread	their	influence.

Kiai	 Nuruddin,	 who	 was	 never	 officially	 endorsed	 by	 the	 govern-
ment,32 began to promote his independent position from political parties in 
the	New	Order	as	a	valuable	tool	in	order	to	maintain	and	even	to	acquire	a	
strategic	position	in	the	newly	democratic	and	decentralized	circumstances	
as well as to gain access to economic resources. During the Konferensi 
Wilayah	NU	Jawa	Timur	(the	Regional	Conference	of	the	NU	East	Java)	
on	October	 11–13,	 2002,	Kiai	Nuruddin	was	 a	 strong	 candidate	 for	 the	
chairman	position	of	the	NU	of	East	Java.	He	was	backed	by	the	supporters	
from the Tapal Kuda area, perhaps unsurprising, considering the region is 
known	as	a	migration	area	for	the	Madurese.	However,	the	support	was	not	
sufficient,	and	the	supporters	began	to	question	Imam	Nahrowi`s	endorse-
ment of Kiai	Nuruddin.	Imam	was	at	that	time	the	head	of	Garda	Bangsa	of	
East	Java,	a	paramilitary	group	affiliated	with	the	PKB.	He	was	known	as	
Matori	Abdul	Djalil’s	supporter	in	the	internal	conflict	of	the	PKB	between	
Matori’s PKB in Batutulis and Alwi Shihab’s PKB in Kuningan (with Ab-
durrahman	Wahid	as	its	central	figure).	Most	nahdliyin were against Matori 
in the dispute, and apparently this hatred also appeared during the confer-
ence. They did not want to vote for Kiai	Nuruddin	since	Imam’s	affiliation	
with the kiai	might	lead	to	a	failure	like	the	conflict.33 Ali Maschan Moesa 
(the same person mentioned in the note 26) became the winner; he defeated 
Kiai	Nuruddin	by	a	wide	margin.	Sunan	Ampel	Surabaya	gained	victory	
by a wide margin in the election. Apparently, the more pragmatic attitude 
of Kiai	Nuruddin	after	the	fall	of	Suharto,	as	he	appeared	to	become	more	
involved in politics, sabotaged his efforts to gain leadership, at least within 
the	local	NU.	The	kiai`s	failure	to	fulfil	his	followers’	expectation	not	to	
be	too	involved	with	the	conflict	resulted	in	his	unpopularity	in	the	elec-
tion	process.	Following	the	loss,	Kiai	Nuruddin	became	more	involved	in	
politics.	His	involvement	in	politics	marks	his	new	political	orientations.	
Nevertheless,	he	was	still	aware	that	he	could	support	any	political	party	or	
give	preference	to	certain	political	figures	as	long	as	he	carried	it	out	under	
the banner of Islam and as long as he remained outside the state power. 
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In	the	first	direct	presidential	election	in	2004,	the	incumbent	president	
Megawati	paired	with	Hasyim	Muzadi,	the	general	chairman	of	the	NU.	
During the election, Megawati became the target of several fatwā forbid-
ding votes for a female presidential candidate. The radical Islamic group 
Majelis Mujahidin Indonesia (MMI – The Indonesian Mujahedin Council) 
issued a fatwā	against	a	female	president.	The	organization	had	been	al-
ready clear on the subject three years before, when Megawati replaced Ab-
durrahman Wahid in 2001.34	Meanwhile,	on	June	3,	2004	a	group	of	fifteen	
old kiai, known as “Kiai Sepuh,”	gathered	in	Pesantren	Raudlatul	Ulum,	
Pasuruan to issue a fatwā not to vote for a female president. Among the 
kiai were Kiai	Abdullah	Faqih	of	Pesantren Langitan, Tuban; Kiai Chotib 
Umar of Pesantren	Raudlatul	Ulum	Jember;	and	Kiai Mas Subadar as the 
host. They argued that women could become leaders of a country only 
when there were no eligible male candidates, and stated that it could be 
made possible only in an emergency situation.35	For	Megawati-Hasyim,	
the fatwā which was disseminated in a sensational way by the mass media 
was a heavy blow. Many parts of society argued that some elements of 
Islamic	organizations	had	begun	politicizing	religious	domains.	The	fatwā 
from kiai	of	the	NU	was	an	outcome	from	a	contest	of	legitimacy,	not	only	
in	terms	of	scriptural	understanding	of	the	Qur’ān	and	Hadith,	but	also	in	a	
sociopolitical	framework	between	the	supporters	of	Megawati-Hasyim	and	
Wiranto-Salahuddin Wahid, a younger brother of Abdurrahman Wahid and 
a	top	NU	figure.	Therefore,	such	fatwā were not really surprising, given the 
large number of nahdliyin who could potentially be convinced not to vote 
for	Megawati-Hasyim.

As	an	elite	 in	 the	NU,	Kiai	Nuruddin	believed	that	he	had	to	 take	a	
stand	on	one	of	the	two	options	–	to	give	support	to	Megawati-Hasyim	or	
Wiranto-Salahuddin.	On	August	11	2004,	Hasyim,	along	with	twenty	kiai 
– including Kiai	Nuruddin,	Kiai	Masduqi	Mahfudz	of	Mergosono,	Malang,	
and Kiai	Idris	Marzuki	of	Lirboyo	–	visited	Syeikh	Muhammad	bin	Alawi	
bin	Abbas	Al-Maliki	Al-Hasani	 in	Medina.	The	purpose	was	clear:	 they	
searched	for	theological	justification	for	a	female	leadership.	Syeikh	Mu-
hammad was said to have given valuable advice to his visitors, such as 
stating that Indonesia is not a country with a caliphate system or imam 
a’dham	(grand imam) and, therefore, it is not a problem if Indonesia has a 
female president. Based on his advice, the kiai	who	went	to	Medina	justified	
their support for Megawati by arguing that the high reputation of Syeikh 
Muhammad would guarantee the validity of his advice about a fatwā	 in 
their country. Kiai	Masduqi	Mahfudz	stated	that	the	visit	was	purely	for	
ʻumrah, not to seek a fatwā.36	However,	Kiai	Nuruddin	admitted	that	he	
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was	aware	of	the	hidden	agenda	behind	the	pilgrimage.	He	claimed	that	
Hasyim	in	the	role	as	the	general	chairman	of	the	NU,	not	as	the	president	
candidate	had	financed	the	trip.	Surprisingly,	in	an	interview	with	me,	he	
asserted that the kiai who went to the Middle East in fact opposed a female 
presidential candidate, and stated that they would not support Megawati.37 
He	argued	that	if	Hasyim	paired	with	a	male	candidate,	such	as	Wiranto	or	
Jusuf Kalla, many kiai would surely have endorsed him.38 Kiai	Nuruddin’s	
political aspirations in the post-Suharto period clearly indicates the prag-
matism	of	religious	leaders	as	power	brokers.	When	beneficial	opportuni-
ties knock, kiai do not waste them, although they do risk their respected 
position in society. Kiai’s pragmatism also shows the ability of religious 
leaders as individuals who are capable of placing themselves in the public 
eye. They tend to seek secure places among the communities in order not 
to become trapped in the wrong political choice so that when there is a 
political change (as it was the case after the Suharto regime collapsed), 
they know where to voice their political aspirations or they know where the 
people will voice their political aspirations. The use of religious aspects by 
leaders in religion is in fact directed at protecting their privileged economic 
and political positions 

The process of gaining legitimacy from abroad was crucial since many 
NU	 followers	demanded	guidance	 from	 their	kiai. As one author notes, 
Islamic political leaders are supposed to act legitimately in their use of 
power and act for God. Such a leader is able to act in a pragmatic manner, 
including seeking relations with secular factions if this is believed to ad-
vantage the groups he stands for.39	In	the	Megawati-Hasyim	case,	the	visit	
to Medina was said to have generated approval from the prestigious and in-
fluenced	scholar,	which	in	turn	would	guarantee	popular	support	from	the	
nahdliyin, although in this case the result was ultimately fruitless because 
of the confusion over who to elect. 

Kiai	Nuruddin`s	political	involvement	in	the	2004	presidential	election	
marked a new political orientation. During the Suharto administration, he 
was known for his supposedly neutral attitude and did not formally join 
any political party. In Era Reformasi,	representing	the	NU,	he	was	elected	
as	member	of	the	DPD	for	the	period	of	2004	to	2009.	Kiai	Nuruddin	is	
not	a	product	of	the	New	Order.	Although	his	sociopolitical	capability	was	
built during that era, it was his choice to be politically neutral while re-
maining	a	sympathizer	of	the	PPP	that	brought	him	into	the	national	level.	
For	 the	seat	 in	 the	DPD,	he	gained	1,268,498	votes	or	7.8	percent	 from	
the	total	of	17,533,390	votes,	which	placed	him	in	third	place	after	Kiai 
Mahmud Ali Zain and Kiai	Muzib	Imron.40 Kiai	Nuruddin`s	participation	
in	both	 the	NU	and	Bassra	 is	not	 regarded	as	 two	overlapping	 tasks.	 In	
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fact, the maintenance and renewal of the personal ties he constructed in 
those	organizations	have	been	for	his	benefit.	Moreover,	since	kiai regard 
themselves as guides for the commoners, they are continuously required to 
adjust to new situations in order to maintain their positions. Arguably, Kiai 
Nuruddin	has	proved	successful	at	this.

Conclusion
Religious	leaders	in	Indonesia	respond	in	various	ways	to	ideological	and	
political developments, partially because in each area they relate to local-
ized	 political	 situations.	 In	 present	 day	 Indonesia,	 religious	 life	 has	 not	
been integrated into the political state, and although a number of religious 
leaders occupy bureaucratic positions, yet most religious elites in Indo-
nesia	are	not	affiliated	with	bureaucracy.	However,	they	continue	to	play	
important roles in Indonesia. 

In Madura, kiai originally emerged as central religious leaders, as well 
as people’s leaders due to the Dutch colonial administration and the inte-
gration of the local secular elite into the foreign power. A Madurese saying 
“bhuppa’-bhabhu’, ghuru, rato”	(parents,	teachers	–	kiai, formal leaders – 
the state) is suggestive of a constant search for leaders. This has manifested 
in	the	mutual	relationship	between	the	people	and	the	influential	 leaders	
who have successfully maintained their independence from the state. Kiai 
have been seen as people’s leaders in almost all aspects of Madurese life. 

Undoubtedly, kiai are the main actors in the state-society relations in 
Madura. They have become the cultural, economic, and political brokers 
– a function which carries its own rewards. By keeping a distance from 
the state, the kiai have been successful in maintaining their positions in 
society. They have been aware of the possible risk of being alienated and 
isolated	not	only	from	their	followers,	but	also	from	their	horizontal	net-
works in the religious circle – or more importantly, they are concerned that 
their high position in society may gradually fade away if they do not keep 
a	distance	from	the	state.	For	some	kiai,	utilizing	their	positions	and	per-
sonalities	is	a	significant	way	to	gain	and	preserve	high	positions.	Because	
the regimes in Indonesia seem to shift somewhat easily, others focused on 
religious matters as a decisive means by which to continuously adapt to 
changing situations .

The three elements of Madurese Muslim culture – the pesantren, the 
NU,	and	the	kiai	– are tightly connected and integrated into everyday Mad-
urese	life.	The	most	central	connection	is	perhaps	the	tie	between	the	NU	
and the kiai.	The	NU	has	 provided	 the	 kiai with extensive networks to 
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link kiai	to	the	wider	world.	The	organization	has	introduced	kiai so that 
they can relate their traditions and beliefs – not only those regarding reli-
gious	devotion,	but	also	in	politics	and	social	welfare.	In	turn,	the	NU	has	
enjoyed a large following, and this has resulted in their kiai being able to 
attract	villagers	to	vote	for	the	NU	and	later	the	PPP,	the	PKB,	and	other	
affiliated	parties.	The	NU	and	the	kiai	indeed	benefit	from	their	followers,	
the nahdliyin.	For	Madurese	people,	being	a	Muslim	means	being	a	sym-
pathizer	of	the	NU.	However,	the	strong	identification	with	the	NU	does	
not	automatically	mean	that	they	have	to	officially	become	a	member	of	
the	organization.	Followers	are	born	as	true	nahdliyin who will guard the 
NU`s	principles	of	Sunni	Islam	and	obey	the	instructions	of	kiai. Thus, in 
politics,	not	to	vote	for	the	NU	parties	is	a	sin.	The	orthodox	thoughts	of	the	
NU	in	Madura	have	been	well	preserved	by	the	kiai as an ultimate symbol 
of traditional Islam in Madura, meaning that the kiai	of	the	NU	are	highly	
regarded among the nahdliyin.	The	NU	followers	will	participate	in	events	
organized	by	NU	kiai if they know that many renowned kiai will also take 
part. Many of them blindly obey a kiai’s words without further questioning 
the meaning behind a kiai’s	speech.	The	level	of	obedience	among	the	NU	
followers in Madura to kiai	of	the	NU	and	the	NU	itself	is	so	high	that	we	
might	say	that	the	NU	has	become	the	“religion”	of	Madura.	The	high	obe-
dience of the nahdliyin	to	the	NU	and	the	kiai	is	definitely	a	central	factor	
that has led kiai in Madura to interact with the political world since the kiai 
know	quite	well	that	they	will	benefit	significantly	from	the	nahdliyin – not 
only in the political world, but also in economic well-being. 

Despite their traditional features, the pesantren,	the	NU,	and	the	kiai 
that form Madurese Muslim culture have never been an anti-modern force, 
nor	have	they	been	in	conflict	with	democratic	conceptions.	In	fact,	these	
three	elements	have	become	identified	not	only	with	personal	faithfulness,	
but as social institutions have become more able to adapt to the changing 
situations within Madurese society. Certainly, kiai are well adapted to the 
modern political world. 

Kiai Alawy and Kiai	Nuruddin	are	only	two	examples	of	how	Madu-
rese kiai have played important roles in society. There are many more kiai 
that have also colored the life of the Madurese. The kiai are undoubtedly 
the ultimate factors in the continuation of the sacred values of the Madu-
rese. 
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